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About This Game

JUMP 'N' SPIN - THE NEW CHALLENGE OF LOCOMOTION
Do you like dribbling and bouncing balls? Then check out this new challenge and steer the SPINHEADS to the goal as fast as

possible, only with the help of gravity & spin.

MACHINES HAVE TAKEN CONTROL!
The SPINHEADS are a little bunch of strange creatures, who love jumping and spinning around in mysterious caves. But life
has changed for the worse: Useful so far, their machines became suddenly so powerful that they have taken control. Now the

SPINHEADS are on the way to reconquer their country from the evil metallic force...

STRUGGLE THROUGH IN BEST TIME
Fight strange machines, avoid nasty traps and overcome rotating obstacles on your way to the exit portal as fast as possible.

Move the SPINHEADS through tricky caves and labyrinths in best time and join the speedrun to rank in the global high score.

UNLOCK MORE CHARACTERS
Steelia, Rambel, Ghostel, Mummel, Speedia & Co: Collect NEWTONS on your way to unlock all SPINHEADS with different

stats and find out which character suits you best.

DESTROY THE ENERGY SOURCE
Explore the mysterious caves and gather all the hidden keystones on your way to face the final fight. Destroy ultimately the

mighty energy source to free the country from the metallic force.
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Have you got what it takes?
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Who knew - finally something a little different! Not the stuff you usually see on Steam. That bouncy twisting way of control
really is something unique (rare these days) - it takes some time to wrap your head (and fingers) around it but hey: Challenge
accepted :). Cute characters, engaging levels...this thing is made with love - and it's fun! I like it.
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